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Ibiza rocks events may

T he Ibiza Rocks brand breathed fresh air into the Ibiza party scene 15 years ago when he boldly brought new genres of music to San Antonio. Fast forward to 2020, it has now established itself as a precursor to the best daytime parties in the west of the island, at its recently refurbished hotel, just a ta's stake from the
strip of sunset. Let's take a trip back to 2005. Back then, The British Andy McKay and Dawn Hindle had already built a formidable reputation on the island after creating the legendary Manumission party at Club Ku (now known as Privilege). McKay believed there was a gap in the market for 20-somethings who wanted to
come to Ibiza to experience more than just a DJ set. The couple had a small seat in San Antonio and for the next three summer seasons booked likekabian, Babyshambles, Artic Monkeys and The Kaiser Chiefs perform. The Ibiza Rocks brand was alive. After three successful seasons, an opportunity arose to buy the
family hotel Club Paradiso Mediterraneo right on the way, close to the strip of sunset. In this sense, it has become renamed As Ibiza Rocks Hotel, which remains the location where you can find their daily poolside parties throughout the summer. Ibiza Rocks Group still holds its original place in the bay, now called Ibiza
Rocks Dier. The group also owns other hotels in Ibiza and Mallorca, including the legendary Pikes Hotel. Ibiza Rocks Hotel is located in the heart of San Antonio, a tainthrow from the sunset strip. The hotel's 368 rooms are located on 4 floors overlooking the main courtyard, the stage and the pool. Daily pool parties
usually take place from 2 to 9 p.m., with varying scene configurations, depending on the party that day. Hotel guests get access to daily parties, so you can expect both the dance floor and the balconies above to be packed, no matter where you look. Ibiza Rocks uses a VOID sound system, the same company that
provides sound for DC10 and Eden. Staying at Ibiza Rocks while in Ibiza? Call ahead and make sure you request a room with a great view of the stage. Remember, you will have free access to all Ibiza Rocks parties if you are a guest at the hotel. You can expect the likes of Craig David and Stormzy to throw some of the
biggest pool parties on the island, with an emphasis on good times while pretentiousness gets left at the door. In 2020, Craig David, Rudimental, Lovely Laura &amp; Ben Santiago planned to return to Ibiza Rocks and renew their residences. Cuckoo Land will also be back with resident Sonny Fodera hosting each party.
Meanwhile, DJ EZ plays four meetings in June with his Nuvolve pool parties. But then... It happened. Ibiza Rocks opened its doors in 2020, but will abide by the rules of social distancing. This means no dancefloor, table service only, and a more laidback vibe than usual. We are sure that there will be a more coming from
Ibiza Rocks in 2021... Look at this space Monday: JAX Jones Snack Tuesday: Craig David's TS5 Wednesday: Bongo's Bingo Thursday: DJ EZ Ellusive Thursday: Rudimental &amp; Friends Friday: Cuckoo Land Saturday: Applebum Sunday: Lovely Laura &amp; Ben Santiago Monday : Tuesday: Craig David's TS5
Wednesday: Bongo's Bingo Thursday: Rudimental &amp; Friends Thursday: DJ EZ Nuvolve Friday: Cuckoo Land Saturday: Applebum Sunday: Lovely Laura &amp; Ben Santiago Ibiza Rocks is located in the heart of San Antonio. You will pay around €25-30 for a taxi there from Playa d'en Bossa. Ibiza Rocks parties
start at 2pm, and end between 7.30-9pm. Tickets for Ibiza Rocks range from €15-30, depending on the party. If you are a guest of the hotel, you have free access to the daily party. For 2019, Beers is €7, Spirit + Mixer €9, and Water €4. Ibiza Rocks events can have up to 1,000 people. There is no dress code for entry to
Ibiza Rocks. If you want to jump in the pool during the party, dress appropriately! You can see the full range for Ibiza Rocks in the calendar below. Ibiza Rocks Hotel has 368 rooms with different sizes. 300 m from Ibiza Rocks Hotel, Ibiza Rocks has budget apartments that offer the same benefits as accommodation at the
main hotel. go to main content 1242850,1261140,1269970,1243360|7,1243360|2,1264270,1243360,1263030,1 268110,1270380,1264550,1266220,1264960,1261900,1243350|9,1263530,1266370 ,1267600,1161170,1264400,1260650,1271550,1216210,1269970|1,1265120,127095
0,1270950|4,1243360|6,1254240,1223930 Ibiza Rocks Hotel has been around for over 10 years, proving that the island offers more than superstar DJs and monster clubbing. With dozens of parties and daytime events by the pool, it came to be known as the home of the party pool. Long ago, Bar M (which is now Ibiza
Rocks Bar on the promenade of San Antonio) was the main place of live music for Ibiza Rocks, but so was the party success that a new location was needed. Enter the stage to the left, Ibiza Rocks Hotel. This branded hotel on the site of the former Hotel Club Paraiso now plays at home to all Ibiza Rocks events. It
includes a built and permanently set stage purpose, located in the hotel's central courtyard, including a pool area, which has become the scene of memorable moments during and after concerts, when the crowd splashes around and even the artist sometimes take a makeshift bath. In 2018, the location underwent a
renovation that added a new 360-degree performance space, VIP areas, including a party suite, upgraded bars with a faster service and a new VOID sound system. Ibiza Rocks Hotel is now involved in the electronic scene. Its TS5 pool parts with Craig David sells in every as Ibiza Rocks has made more forays into the
party sphere during the day. The pool party house program continues to look better than ever. Never. for: Pool party madness, which hosted classic rock bands, crowd sing-a-longs Popular parties: Craig David's TS5 pool party, Rudimental &amp; Friends pool party, MK's Area 10 pool party, Cuckoo Land pool party How
to get there: It's a 10 minute walking from San Antonio busstation or€25 cab from Ibiza Town. Prices: Tickets for the event start from €10 with drinks from €7 for a beer and €9 for a spirit and mixer. Where to stay: In Ibiza Rocks Hotel itself or in one of the other hotels and hostels in Antonio Resort: San Antonio, Ibiza Page
2 Copyright © 1999 - 2020 Ibiza Spotlight S.L. All rights reserved. This web page belongs to Ibiza Spotlight S.L., CIF: B57221541, Apartado de correos 1027. Ctra, don't worry. San José KM3, Sec 1, Pol 1, N. 7605, 07817 Sant Jordi, Islas Baleares. Ibiza Spotlight is registered in the Mercantile Register of Ibiza under folio
44 del tomo 149 del archivo, libro 149, hoja número IB-3798, inscriptión 1a. Tel: (+34) 971 34 66 71. Contact us. We are a member of PIMEEF - the small business association of Ibiza and Formentera. All prices published on the website include VAT. Located in the heart of San Antonio, Ibiza Rocks Hotel offers daytime
exaltation for sun-seeking music lovers. Known as the pool party home, the outdoor restaurant offers the best blend of electronic and urban sounds on the White Island. The opening of this party venue is an event not to be missed in the Ibiza season calendar. If you enjoy the poolside delirium at the hottest selection of
DJs and artists from around the world, then this party is for you. The event attracts Ibizan clubs and tourists alike, making it a summer playground. You can take it easy on an inflatable or rave it on the dance floor - the freedom to spend after please is what Ibiza Rocks is all about. Each year's opening party will be the
biggest yet. Past line-ups have included a sumptuous selection of direct talent from the UK, would be mix and mix expert Patrick Nazemi, energetic DJ with a heritage Hed Kandi Krystal Roxx, up-and-coming English rapper Hardy Caprio, UK garage and r'n'b chart-topping stars Craig David and Ibiza Rocks resident DJ all
dropping songs to kick off the summer season. Oh, yes! Get ready to dance in swimsuits and soak yourself in some of the rave actions by the pool. Friday, May 15, begins ibiza Rocks' 2020 summer. The action takes place between 14:00 and 21:00. Get there early to spend while getting that perfect summer tan. Take a
quick look at the party via the video below, then head below for full details and tickets. Venue: Ibiza Rocks Hotel This site uses cookies to improve while browsing through the website. Of these cookies, cookies that are classified as necessary are stored in your browser because they are essential for the functioning of the
basic functionality of the site. We also use third-party cookies help us analyze and understand how you use this site. These cookies will only be stored in your browser with your consent. You will also need to opt out of these cookies. These cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Why Ibiza Rocks Hotel
is the perfect choiceMay 2021 is the ideal time to experience Ibiza without being too fussy. Book a break for a few days and be part of history at some of ibiza's best opening parties in 2021! In May, the spirit of Ibiza begins to wake up from winter, while we open ibiza Rocks Hotel for another crazy season! Over the island
at the beginning of the month things are still quite chilled with the warming weather and cheap flight prices. As for party seating bars begin to open again around the island especially in San Antonio, with the infamous West End. Super clubs usually start their summer in the 2nd and 3rd week of the month. Month.
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